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Commanding Officer’s Comments
Dear Families and Friends of the SPMAGTF,
Our nation’s flags were lowered to half-staff across our many
camps and fixed sites throughout the region as we recognized
this month the 15th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks on our
country. Missions and training exercises in support of Operation
Inherent Resolve and regional security precluded any formalized
ceremony in the SPMAGTF. Nonetheless, in small gatherings
across our forward-deployed Task Force or simply as individual,
citizen-soldiers of our great nation, we paused to reflect on the
meaning of this day, its indelible effect on global security, and the resiliency of
America and the American people in the wake of these tragic attacks. Equally
significant, we thought about the
families who lost loved ones on
that fateful day in September
fifteen years ago, as well as the
many sacrifices of our first
responders, who braved
countless dangers to rescue their
neighbors. On behalf of all
members of the SPMAGTF,
SgtMaj Nguyen and I would like to
express our heartfelt gratitude to
all our emergency response
personnel for their daily—and
often unsung—heroics across our country.
One of our many significant achievements during this deployment has been the recent
completion of a Mission
Rehearsal Exercise (MRX)
in Jordan, where our Task
Force employed many of its
organic capabilities within
the design of a single
training scenario. This
exercise truly enabled us to
advance our team’s many
warfighting proficiencies.
Due to our close
relationship with the
Jordanian Armed Forces
(JAF) and the country’s
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leadership, we were able to utilize training areas
across Jordan to better apply and challenge our ability
to respond to long-distance crises. This training event,
which included the deployment of our Forward
Commend Element and myriad capabilities across the
force, further validated our ability to shoot, move, and
communicate as a shore-based Marine Air Ground
Task Force (MAGTF). During this nearly week-long
exercise, we conducted several days of heliborne
operations; rehearsed securing a remote camp;
conducted multiple live-fire training events; established
forward arming and refueling points (FARPs) for our
aircraft; rehearsed the processing and evacuation of
individuals from a threatened area; and conducted a
host of other training events to sharpen our skills. As I
draft this entry to our newsletter, our team is busy
collecting the many lessons we learned from this great
training opportunity.
September’s newsletter means that the sun has set on our summer months
here in the Middle East and back home, and that the dawn of another fall
season is upon us. We trust that all of our families and friends enjoyed a festive
and relaxing Labor Day Weekend and ushered in an eventful new time of year.
Admittedly, the mild adjustments in the daily temperatures from the mid-120s to
the lower 100s haven’t clued us to the changing seasons, but the days are
becoming shorter as the evening rises earlier each day. Before long several of
our units will begin to prepare for their rotations home following this deployment.
I know the commanders and senior enlisted leaders of our battalions and
squadrons continue to inform our families about our redeployment events and
timelines. Please don’t hesitate to engage your respective Family Readiness
Officers for additional information.
Again, on behalf of SgtMaj Nguyen and all the Marines and Sailors of our
forward-deployed team, I want to thank you for your committed support and
patriotism. Please don’t hesitate to contact our Task Force’s Family Readiness Officer—Ms. Darci Streeter—if you have
any questions about family activities or referral information for family support. I also invite you to peruse the SPMAGTF’s
website at www.imef.marines.mil/Units/SPMAGTF-CR-CC and our Facebook link at
www.facebook.com/SPMAGTFCRCC.
Semper fidelis,

Col Ken Kassner, USMC
Commanding Officer
“Grizzly 6”
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Sergeant Major’s Comments
Dear families and friends of Team SPMAGTF-CR-CC 16.2,
Another challenging but successful month for our team has passed. The Warriors of your
SPMAGTF continues to remained focus with our mission. This past month, we were able
to conduct our Mission Rehearsal Exercise which lasted approximately two weeks. An
exercise of this magnitude allows our SPMAGTF to validate the many capabilities which
are organic to our units. In all, our team performed extremely well and is ready to response
to any crisis when called upon to do so.
September 11, 2016 also marked the fifteen years anniversary since our Country was attacked by a force of
evil. Let’s us never forget the men and women who have answered the call and gave their all in the defense of
our great Nation. Because of their bravery, our Land will forever remain free.
Back at home, I know the new school
year has commenced. May our sons
and daughters be bless with great
wisdom as they continue pursuing
higher education. As you know, our
Family Readiness Officer is Mrs. Darci
Streeter. I encourage you to review her
page toward the end of this newsletter
as well as reaching out to her to stay
abreast with the multiple events that
are being offer for our families. Her
contact information is:
(Office): 760-763-1253
(Mobile): 760-468-9175
Email darci.streeter@usmc.mil;
Facebook
www.facebook.com/5thMarines
As always, I am honored to have been given the opportunity to serve the Warriors of this great SPMAGTF as
well as their families. Thank you for your unwavering and loving support…
With warmest regards,

Sergeant Major Chuong T. Nguyen
Sergeant Major, Fighting Fifth Marine Regiment
Sergeant Major, SPMAGTF-CR-CC 16.2 CE
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Combat Logistics Battalion 5
LtCol Samuel Lee, CO
SgtMaj Keith Hoge, SgtMaj

Dear Family and Friends,
This newsletter marks our last SPMAGTF Newsletter, as we prepare to
turnover with the oncoming Logistics Combat Element (Combat Logistics
Battalion 7) and prepare for redeployment. As the Commanding Officer of
Combat Logistics Battalion 5, I cannot express how proud I am of your spouse’s
or loved one’s performance and their can-do attitude during this deployment.
Over the past 5 1/2 months, whether located in Kuwait, Iraq, Jordan or
Bahrain, your Marines and Sailors have made a difference in this fight. From
requisitioning supply parts to repairing equipment, from executing
engineering projects to conducting Evacuation Control Center operations,
from handling improvised explosive devices to treating those that are sick and
injured, from providing services support to conducting subject matter
exchanges with our joint and coalition partners, your Marines and Sailors have
contributed to the overall success of SPMAGTF-CR-CC 16.2.
Thank you for all your support during our deployment, we could not of have
accomplished all that we did without your love and support during this
deployment!
Semper Fidelis,
LtCol Samuel K. Lee

2nd Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment
LtCol Christopher Steele, CO
SgtMaj Gabriel Macias, SgtMaj

Corporal Collin P. Rogers employs the M98A2 Javelin during
sustainment an Anti-Armor live fire training range. The
SECFOR-Al Asad Marines fired Javelins and TOWs in
conjunction with M2 and MK19 as part of a TOW Battle Drill."

Marine Medium Tiltrotor Squadron 363
LtCol James Hoffman, CO
SgtMaj Michael Baehr, SgtMaj
Marine Fighter Attack Squadron (All
Weather) 533
LtCol Matthew Brown, CO
SgtMaj Johnny Vancil, SgtMaj

Marine Medium Tiltrotor Squadron 363 Leadership
School has graduated 75 Marines from the Resident Corporal’s
course and 7 Marines from the Lance Corporal Leadership
Seminar over a five-month period. The success of the
Leadership School can be contributed to the highly qualified
Sergeant Instructors who sacrificed over 60 hours of personal
time to educate, develop, and challenge the future leaders of
the squadron, while maintaining a 12-hour work schedule to
maintain Ready Basic Aircraft in support of Operation Inherent
Resolve. Pictured above from left to right: Sgt Becerra, Anita;
Sgt Forney, Thomas; Sgt Moreno, Elsie; Sgt Martin, Cynthia;
Sgt Bohacz, Marlon; Sgt Dobek, Samuel; Sgt Wolkoff, Maksim;
Sgt Maldonado, Randall; and Sgt Cuevas, Javier.

“Scrapper” continues to take the fight to the Islamic State
as the summer draws to a close. In the past month, our
aircraft have done their part in numerous counterterrorism operations conducted by Iraqi security forces as
they make progress in securing their country. However,
the battle is still far from over. Through the last few
months of our deployment, we will look to shape the
battlespace for those who will come after us to carry on
this campaign until the final defeat of the Islamic State
and its ideology of brutality. Key to this goal are the efforts
of all of your Marines, Sailors, and Airmen – every one of
them keeps us in the fight and ready to win when we’re
called upon. Though the days are long and the work is
hard, we still think about our family and friends all the time
and look forward to coming home to you soon. Until then,
we’ll continue to do what Marines do best and push
through the hardships and obstacles that stand in our
path to victory.
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Marine Wing Support Squadron 373
LtCol Bradley Ward, CO
SgtMaj Jorge Melendez, SgtMaj

The Aces of MWSS-373 welcomed the
Sandsharks of MWSS-371 this month as we prepare for
turnover on the tail end of a successful deployment.
Operationally, we supported the MAGTF’s integrated
mission rehearsal exercise in Jordan this month with a
Forward Arming and Refueling Point providing fuel to
assault support aircraft throughout the week-long
exercise. Other key enablers supported weapons repair
in Iraq, heavy equipment licensing in Kuwait, and an
aircraft recovery (no injuries!) in Bahrain. Morale
remains high across all three companies as the Aces
complete projects and ensure a smooth turnover with
our successors. Aviation Ground Support will continue
seamlessly for SPMAGTF flying squadrons with MWSS371 taking the helm.
Always Faithful,
LtCol B. W. Ward

Marine Aerial Refueler Transport
Squadron 352
Major Michael Blejski, OIC
GySgt Rowdy Hall, Senior Enlisted

September was an exciting month for the VMGR-352
Detachment Alpha Marines. After sending off our main body
that had supported SPMAGTF-CR-CC, we welcomed aboard
new Raiders into the area of operations. These Marines
brought new motivation to the detachment and were ready to
support the mission with the highest level of professionalism.
During the month, the Detachment advanced our proficiency by
flying multiple fixed wing, tiltrotor, and helicopter refueling
missions, as well as conducting cargo aerial delivery, aerial
delivered ground refueling, and tactical navigation training.
It was also a busy month for the Crewmasters who
loaded and unloaded over 360,000 pounds of cargo during our
logistical support to the SPMAGTF and sister services. None of
these operations or training flights were possible without the
backbone of the detachment; our maintenance department.
Because of 1,816 maintenance hours, the detachment
exceeded their mission capable goal of 75 percent.
VMGR-352 Detachment Alpha continues to remain
focused on our mission, we are here to support.

Headquarters Company Comments
Dear friends and family of Headquarters Company, Command Element,
SPMAGTF 16.2,
Our arid summer climate has quickly come to a halt and we are
experiencing much cooler temperatures as we enter the beginnings of
fall weather in the Middle East. Although September is known to be the
end of summer and the start of our little warriors going back to school, it
is decisively understood to all who serve as Patriot Day, or as it is more
ubiquitously known, the day of prayer and remembrance
for the victims of the terrorist attacks on September 11,
2001. Following a day in which we lost many of our
nation’s brothers and sisters we ask ourselves, how do we
preserve the legacy of those we lost? How do we live up
to their example? And how do we continue to fuel their
spirit in our own hearts? Questions difficult for some, is
not unfamiliar to those who serve and the families who
support them. Our Marines and families honor those lost
by consistently defending the freedoms and the country
we love.
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The month of September was yet another busy month for your Marines and Sailors as they executed an array
of battle drills, refresher training and fire safety drills. These rehearsals are the rock that keeps the sword
sharp, as we must continue to eliminate not only external threats but internal ones as well. Our level of
proficiency seems to lack boundaries and
we continue to improve every day. During
the middle of the month, Marines and
Sailors from the company executed a
Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRX) in
conjunction with the MAGTF. The
company coordinated with the Jordanian
Armed Forces and established command
and control systems in order to allow the
MAGTF to accomplish its many mission
sets. Our ability to validate internal
processes, while simultaneously
augmenting our synchronization with
Jordanian allies, instills a sense of
confidence in the Marines and reminds
them of how prepared we are.
The company was proud to promote
Brandon Willard, Montgomery Sickler,
Andrew Pierron, Nicholas Clemente, and Kyle Sprengeler to the rank of Corporal, Joseph Rogers Jr to the rank
of Sergeant, and Stanley Zivanovich to the rank of Major. Our company is proud to promote these Marines to
higher levels of responsibility, as they are well prepared to lead and mentor the Marines in their charge.
Congratulations Marines, we are proud of your tremendous accomplishment.
As the sun sets on another month, we will notice the Relief in Place (RIP) of the 16.2 Major Subordinate
Elements (MSE) with that of 17.1. We are looking forward to welcoming our new team to the area of operations
and will miss the outstanding teamwork we shared with their predecessors. In light of a month for
remembrance, the Marines and Sailors have engendered a greater sense of duty and motivation which
continue to embolden our ability to accomplish the mission. However, it continues to be the families and
support groups at home that serve as a catalyst moving us forward.
As always, thank you for all you do to aid us in the preservation of our American principles and values.
First Lieutenant Andrew J. Krolicki
Headquarters Company Commander

Gunnery Sergeant Joseph R. May
Headquarters Company First Sergeant
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S-1
Capt Stephen Otis, Adjutant
SSgt Arthur Ross, S-1 Chief

The month of September brings with it our first
wave of 16.2 Main Subordinate Elements (MSE). We
welcomed these new Marines and Sailors, and just as
soon as we say hello to them, we begin saying goodbye
to our advance party of redeployers for the 16.2 MSEs,
some of whom have been here since March. The S-1
continues the dynamic task of tracking movements and
accounting for our personnel spread across the area or
responsibility, so we are closely tracking each coming
and going individual to keep our Commander up to date
on the status of his troops. Located on the last page of
the newsletter is the list of Marines and Sailors we were
happy to promote; congratulations and a job well done.
- Capt Stephen E. Otis

S-3
LtCol Jonathan Bossie, Ops Officer
MSgt Lafayette Waters, Ops Chief

Marines of the S-3 continued to provide support
across the MAGTF’s region of operations throughout the
month of September. Our unit’s ANGLICO detachment
continued to conduct fire support integration training with
the Jordanian Armed Forces under the leadership of
Major Patrick Batten and GySgt Drew Yerger. Captain
Mark Anderson, from the ANGLICO detachment, in
particular provided Joint Terminal Attack Controller
(JTAC) training to members of the Jordanian Armed
Forces through multiple training engagements. Several
other Marines from the S-3 also had the opportunity to
conduct training in Southern Jordan as part of a Mission
Rehearsal Training Exercise. The event involved
multiple elements of the MAGTF operating within the
construct of a common exercise scenario and was
overall a great success resulting in increased unit
proficiency and readiness. Our section’s very own
Lance Corporal Nicholas Gilmore had the opportunity to
train alongside Jordanian soldiers as part of a unit
command and control exercise also conducted in
Jordan, resulting in increased unit proficiency and
interoperability with U.S. Armed Forces.

S-2
Major Sungwook Kim, S-2 Officer
GySgt Timothy Anderson, S-2 Chief

To all families and friends, the work tempo for our S-2
Marines has remained high for the month of September. We
have taken advantage of several opportunities to collaborate
with our counterparts in the Air Force as well as conduct subject
matter expert exchanges with our coalition partners. Capt
Seymour traveled to the local Naval Base earlier in the month to
discuss amphibious operations with our host nation military.
Additionally, Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRX) was conducted
this month with both Capt Vaynshteyn and Sgt Ivers
participating. Providing pertinent intelligence information and
cooperative sharing, they ensured a successful combined
military exercise with some of our nation’s closest allies.
The Marines have managed to
maintain a rigorous PT regime which
has improved overall conditioning
and strength. Sgt Shannon has
continued to instruct the Marines on
how to perform a motivated
horizontal buttstroke to our
adversaries by maintaining a
consistent MCMAP schedule, catering to all personnel on
different work schedules. Capt Seymour, 1stLt Osterman,
GySgt Rangel, SSgt Levy, SSgt Chenette, Sgt Rogers, Cpl
Foley, and Cpl Tuana-Carleton all participated in the 20th Air
Force Half Marathon which celebrated the 69th year of the
establishment of the United States Air Force. Capt Seymour
finished in the top of her category with a time of 1:47.47.
There has also been a healthy competition of
maximum repetitions of bench pressing with 225lbs amongst
the Marines. Cpl Dominguez was able to lead the office with 17
repetitions at a bodyweight 175lbs. Very impressive!
There were several notable professional achievements
this month for the S-2. Sgt Rogers was nominated as a
Corporal’s Course instructor for class 16.2-4. Among her
students was Cpl Bates. There were two re-enlistments this
month as both, GySgt Anderson and SSgt Hernandez raised
their right hands and extended
their commitment to the United
States Marine Corps as well as
dedicating 4 more years of their
lives to the service of our
country. The results of the
FY16 Staff Sergeant Selection
Board were released this
month. Among the selectees were Sgt’s Robinson, Wright,
Pendergrass, Stebbing, Trent, and Burlile. Congratulations to
these Marines for their well-deserved selections and their hard
work! Lastly, we had a new addition the S-2 team this month.
Mr. Michael Phinney is our new civilian JIDA analyst and has hit
the ground running since his arrival.
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S-4
Major Matthew Romoser, S-4 Officer
GySgt Michael Kayl, S-4 Chief
Greetings, family and friends, on behalf of the Marines of
the Command Element S-4 / Logistics Section!
This month has been another exciting one for the
Marines of the S-4, as we maintain our focus on
ensuring logistics support to enable Marine operations
across all elements of the MAGTF here in the Middle
East. This month we began preparing in earnest to
welcome our new subordinate units and to say goodbye
to all of the subordinate units we’ve been working so
closely with for the past twelve months. It’s almost hard
to believe that it’s already time to bid them farewell, but
we wish them a safe return home. In other news, three of
our highly motivated Sergeants also received some great
news this month. Congratulations go out to Sgt Madisen
Emerson of Ossipee, New Hampshire; Sgt Lynetta
Hickman of Hood River, Oregon; and Sgt
Che’Qwonikora Lawrence of Upper Marlboro, Maryland,
for their selection to Staff Sergeant (E-6). All three
selections were well-deserved, as these Marines have
clearly exhibited the professionalism and dependability
that proves they are ready for the challenges and
increased responsibilities ahead of them. We are
extremely proud of them for this distinctive achievement
in their careers, and I know their families and friends are
as well! Thank you all for your continued prayers and
support!

S-6
Major Russell Savatt, S-6 Officer
MSgt Jeffrey Hardy, S-6 Chief

Things are going great in the Command Element
Communications Section. In recent weeks, the daytime
temperatures have cooled to very tolerable levels. There
has been lots of activity recently. Some Marines were off
to Jordan to demonstrate our capabilities in a Mission
Rehearsal Exercise that ended well when these Marines
arrived back safely to Kuwait. Many early mornings have
found Marines honing their Marine Corps Martial Arts
skills and advancing their belt levels. Many of our
Marines participated in the Air Force 10K run. For
Marines who were more motivated, there was also a Half
Marathon. Some of Marines have also been keeping the
career planner busy by choosing to extend their
commitment to the Marine Corps by reenlisting for four
more years. We have celebrated some Marines recent
promotions to the rank of Sergeant. All in all the month of
September has proved to have been very productive and
brings us one month closer to being reunited with our
friends and loved ones, who are always in our thoughts.

Chaplain’s Comments
Friends,
We have been here since April and we have been diligently recording our journey through
pictures we have collected. These pictures will appear in our Deployment Cruise Book.
We like the idea that we will have both a historical record of our SPMAGTF 16.2, and we
will have a personal record of things to look back on in the years that will come.
So this newsletter article is purposed to present the approved cover for our book. You will
see by exploring this outer cover that all of our units are represented. Each unit submitted
pictures and logos to make this a reality.
The front cover features a globe with our Area of Responsibility front and center. Around this globe we have
strategically placed each logo. Above the globe one can observe the 5th Marines logo, the 5th Marine
Expeditionary Brigade logo and the SPMAGTF logo. They are positioned above the globe as they represent
our higher headquarters. The heart of this SPMAGTF is the core of 5th Marine regiment from Camp San
Mateo in Camp Pendleton, California.
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The back cover features a flag proudly waving to represent our desire to protect and defend our nation from all
enemies foreign and domestic. I know the flag is disrespected by some in the states right now, so I am glad to
stand in her defense along with my fellows to defend our nation. Under the flag is a picture of an MV 22
Osprey helicopter which is one of our main transport vehicles. This picture represents our readiness to fly into
harm’s way for our TRAP missions – “Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel”. We are here standing
ready in a moment’s notice to rescue any fallen American from the hands of the enemy. The Ground Combat
Element and the VMM 363 squadron stay on alert 24 hours a day to remain in a posture of readiness. WE
hope to never again see anything like the Benghazi, Libya attack happen ever again. So we stand ready to
intervene at the first sign of any trouble here in the middle east.
I hope you will examine this cover and feel the security that all Americans should feel knowing the United
States Navy and Marine Corps are on the job.
Chaplain Potter
Cruise Book Editor
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FRO’s Comments
Hello Marines, Sailors, Families and the Fightin’ Fifth Warriors of the Task Force,
Time is ticking by and this is the perfect opportunity to look at all you have accomplished
so far during the deployment. It is also the time to start looking at the upcoming months
and preparing for the next phase of the deployment cycle. There are many resources
available and one I would like to recommend that is wonderful for significant others,
children, parents, family members is Coping With Deployments through the American Red
Cross. I know it isn’t always easy to head out and attend a

course outside of the home so this course is perfect as it is available online! Directions on taking the
course online are below the informational picture.
Registering for the course:
To register and take the online course in EMBARC, the Red Cross Education Management Base, go to:
https://embarc-learning.sabacloud.com
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If you are a first-time user of the Red Cross Learning Center, please register as a New User (there is no
cost for registering).
Log in to the Learning Center.
In the search box in the top right of the browser window, type "Coping with Deployments" and click on the
magnifying glass to begin the search.
When the search results appear, click the "Launch" button directly below the name of the course you wish
to take (NOTE: There is no cost for taking Coping with Deployments.).
You will be immediately enrolled and the course will begin.
For our Marines and Sailors, please take advantage of the Chaplain for guidance and information on
available resources while in country. Another great resource to help keep you positive and also to begin
mentally preparing for the future changes during your deployment is the Virtual Hope Box mobile
application available on both Google Play for Android users and iTunes for iPhone users.
The Virtual Hope Box mobile application received the 2014 Department of Defense Innovation Award for
its unique application of technology in supporting behavioral health in service members and military
families. The VHB contains simple tools to help patients with coping, relaxation, distraction, and positive
thinking. The VHB provides help with emotional regulation and coping with stress via personalized
supportive audio, video, pictures, games, mindfulness exercises, positive messages and activity planning,
inspirational quotes, coping statements, and other tools.
Families, another tool for you is to get out and meet other families going through the deployment as well.
Here are some up and coming events for you to mark on your calendar and plan for, the events/meet-ups
will have further information, invites, and links at the beginning of October when I send out a calendar of
events.
October 8: Dana Point State BBQ Championship @ Sea terrace Park
October 15: Dana Point Oktoberfest @ Sea Terrace Park
October 27 1600-1800: 5th Marine Regiment Trunk-or-Treat @ 62 Area Parade Deck
Be sure to check out the 5th Marine Regiment Facebook page at www.facebook.com/5thMarines and our
official Twitter @Fighting_Fifth for current happenings, classes, free items, and more!
Darci Streeter
Family Readiness Officer
760-468-9175
darci.streeter@usmc.mil
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The following Marines were promoted during the month of September:
Command Element
-

MAJ STANLEY ZIVANOVICH III (CE)
SGT JOSEPH ROGERS JR (CE)
CPL KYLE SPRENGELER (CE)
CPL NICHOLAS CLEMENTE (CE)
CPL ANDREW PIERRON (CE)
CPL MONTGOMERY SICKLER (CE)
CPL BRANDON WILLARD (CE)

Ground Combat Element
-

MAJ JAVIER GONZALEZ (V27)
CAPT KORY HASENOEHRL (V27)
CWO3 ADAM BAILEY (V27)
GYSGT ANDREW MOORE (V27)
GYSGT VINCE MABALOT (V27)
SGT ROBERT MINOR (V27)
SGT MICAH NICHOLSON (V27)
SGT SAMUEL BUTTITTA (V27)
SGT EDUARDO VEGA (V27)
CPL JAVIER PEREZ JR (V27)
CPL TROY JOHNSON JR (V27)
CPL JEFFERY RIGGINS (V27)
CPL RYAN RITCHEY (V27)
CPL PEYDIN BLACKMORE (V27)
CPL KEIANDRE MARKS (V27)
CPL NICOLAS SHAY (V27)
CPL DANIEL DEHN (V27)
CPL BRANDON RICHMAN (V27)
CPL TRACE COLEMAN (V27)
CPL TYLER BALLARD (V27)
CPL MARK CHAPMAN (V27)
CPL NOEL HERNANDEZ (V27)
CPL BAO TRAN (V27)
CPL ARDLE TENORIO (V27)
CPL WYATT ROE (V27)
CPL JACOB NEVAREZ (V27)
CPL STEPHEN TAM (V27)
CPL JASON DELANGE (V27)
CPL ANDREW RESTREPO (V27)
CPL ROBERT MORELAND (V27)
LANCE CPL MARCO ROBLES (V27)
LANCE CPL JACINTO TRETO (V27)
LANCE CPL ANTHONY PHILLIPS (V27)

Aviation Combat Element
-

LTCOL ERIC KEITH (VMM-363)
MAJ COLIN GRAHAM (MWSS-373)
CAPT BENJAMIN WEISS (VMM-363)
CAPT MICHAEL ASPROCOLAS (VMFA(AW)-533)
SGT DEANDRE LAMPKIN (MACG-28)
SGT ALFRED VARGAS (VMGR-352)
SGT JONATHAN AVANS (VMFA(AW)-533)
SGT EMILY RAYNOR (MACS-2)
SGT DARRYL LANE (MACS-2)
SGT CHASE GENDRON (MWSS-373)
SGT DAKOTA KUEHNEL (MWSS-373)
SGT JUAN RANGEL (MWSS-373)
SGT JOSE GUTIERREZ (MWSS-373)
CPL NICHOLAS SCHULTZ (MWSS-373)
CPL CHRISTIAN DUARTE (MWSS-373)
CPL TRACY WADE JR (MWSS-373)
CPL ZACHARY ZAMARONI (MWSS-373)
CPL WILLIAM CLOUM JR (MWSS-373)
CPL DAMON PEREZ (MWSS-373)
CPL DEREK WILLS (MWSS-373)
CPL EMMETT MARBURY JR (MWSS-373)
CPL JONAH ATKINS (MWSS-373)
CPL NICHOLAS BARANELLO (VMFA(AW)-533)
CPL MATHEW SCHUMACHER (VMFA(AW)-533)
CPL JOSEPH VAZQUEZ (VMFA(AW)-533)
CPL AUSTIN JAGODZINSKI (VMFA(AW)-533)
CPL AARON SCHELER (VMM-363)
CPL DILLON CONNER (VMM-363)
CPL JANRY MARCIAL (VMM-363)
CPL JOSE NAVARRO (VMM-363))
LANCE CPL VINCENT GRAYSON (VMM-363)

Congratulations, Warriors!

Logistics Combat Element
-

MGYSGT FRANK ORTIZ (CLB-5)
GYSGT BENJAMIN ORROCK (CLB-5)
SGT CHASE STOCKTON (CLB-5)
SGT JAMES LEES (CLB-5)
SGT CHRISTOPHE MCGEE (CLB-5)
CPL JAMES STAATS (CLB-5)
CPL DILLAN HALLIBURTON (CLB-5)
CPL TEVIN POTTER (CLB-5)
CPL JAIRO VARGASVALENCIA (CLB-5)
CPL OSHANE FRANCIS (CLB-5)
LANCE CPL ZACHARY BRUNSELL (CLB-5)
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